SmartFlex
Hand Protection
™

Brass Knuckle®
BK315
It’s not all about heavy-duty cut
resistance. Nuisance cuts, burns,
and abrasions are all a part of
what amounts to one of the top
three workplace accidents —
hand injuries. In fact, the average
total Worker’s Compensation
costs for injuries to the hand,
fingers, or wrist is $21,918 per
incident. Brass Knuckle® will be
your partner in prevention.

BK315
Polyester Shell,
Latex Crinkle Coat

GENERAL EASY GRIP
PURPOSE

Ideal Markets
Automotive | Electronic Component Handling and Assembly | Landscaping | Mechanics |
Packaging | Small Parts Assembly | Tool Handling | Roofing | Warehouse

HANDLE YOUR WORK BETTER
BETTER DEXTERITY, GRIP AND VALUE

Brass Knuckle® SmartFlex™ BK315 is a 13-gauge polyester work glove with a latex crinkle
coat on full fingers and palm. Polyester is very affordable, feels soft to the skin, is durable,
and offers excellent resistance to abrasion. Polyester is launderable and is more resistant to
color fading caused by sunlight. Finally, it’s a more stretchable fabric, which means you
can size this glove down to create a more snug, dextrous fit.
The latex coating offers high elasticity plus improved abrasion and puncture resistance. The crinkle pattern increases surface-to-surface contact area, thus improving grip
— particularly the wet grip. Latex is not recommended for oily applications, but this glove
is an excellent dry or wet gripper virtually anywhere else.
In black-on-black, this affordable, durable glove looks tough and works even tougher.
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BK315
Polyester Shell,
Latex Crinkle Coat

SmartFlex
Hand Protection
™

1. Latex coating on full fingers and palm. Offers
high elasticity and outstanding dry and wet grip.
Durable, with improved puncture resistance.
Coating remains soft in cold conditions.
2. Crinkle grip pattern enhances dry and wet
grip, improving dexterity. Excellent abrasion
resistance. Latex is a breathable coating, helping
to keep hands cool.
3. 13-gauge, 100% polyester knit liner. Launders
easily, resists shrinking and color fading.
Provides superior warmth without bulk.
Breathable and stretchable. Excellent tear
resistance.
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4. Glove offers second-skin fit, thus enhancing
function. Black-on-black style conceals dirt.
5. A full knit wrist — seamless and stretchable
— helps prevent dirt, debris, and cold air from
getting inside glove.
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6. Color-coded cuffs indicate glove size and
simplify re-issuing.

Brass Knuckle® SmartFlex™ BK315
This glove is black-on-black to hide dirt and grime — a huge benefit.
But BK315 is loaded with so much more, like its polyester liner, a
low-cost alternative to nylon, and a latex palm for enhanced dexterity
and tactile sensitivity.
Size
7
8
9
10
11

Cuff Color
Blue
Green
White
Black
Purple

Coat/Coat
Black/Black
Black/Black
Black/Black
Black/Black
Black/Black

Pack Sz
12 pair
12 pair
12 pair
12 pair
12 pair

Part #
BK315-7
BK315-8
BK315-9
BK315-10
BK315-11

4131
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